
   Non-Fiction

 Indian Ernie
Perspectives on Policing and Leadership
by Ernie Louttit

ISBN: 9781895830781
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Purich Publishing
Pub. Date: 2013-11-20
Pages: 192
Price: $25.00

In 1987, Louttit became only the third Native officer to serve in a city with a significant Aboriginal population. Drawing from his service as a veteran
officer, Louttit -- Indian Ernie as he came to be known on the streets --- tells tales of conflict and violence, but most vividly, the realities of  marginalized
people. Demonstrating a passion for his community, he argues empathy can be the greatest tool in an officer's hands. He is passionate about policing,
especially with society's less fortunate, and offers insights into addressing the issues marginalized people face.

 Sketches of Saskatoon
by Patricia Katz

ISBN: 9780973408751
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pauseworks
Pub. Date: 2013-11-01
Pages: 40
Price: $19.95

No Description

 Secrets of a Hutterite Kitchen
Unveiling The Rituals Traditions And Food Of The Hutterite Cultu
by Mary-ann Kirkby

ISBN: 9780143184782
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 264
Price: $28.00

The highly anticipated follow-up to the award-winning national bestseller, I Am Hutterite   
 In I Am Hutterite, Kirkby took her readers on a fascinating journey inside a Hutterite colony in Manitoba, where she grew up. Known as Canada's forgotten
people, Hutterites live in higher numbers in Canada than anywhere else in the world. Drawing back the curtains on this mysterious and extraordinary way of
life, Kirkby enchanted the public with a vivid portrait of her people, rich in detail and memorable characters. Could you go back? was the enduring request
from her readers, hungry for more.
 
 Now in Secrets of a Hutterite Kitchen, Kirkby returns to her roots and into the heart of the community and the life she was born into. She traveled from
colony to colony for more than two years, working with the women in their kitchens: cooking, baking, plucking ducks, and gossiping. Kirkby reveals
intimate details of the community and experiences what her life would have been like if her family hadn't left the colony when she was a young girl.
 
  Secrets of a Hutterite Kitchen is a candid snapshot of present-day Hutterite life, unraveling the inner workings of this closed society and unveiling the
rituals, traditions, and food of her culture through the lens of the community kitchen. Kirkby witnesses the rites of passage from cradle to grave: births,
romantic entanglements, marriage ceremonies, sacred holidays, and other celebrations. Through it all, she rediscovers what she has always known--that it is
the Hutterite women who are the soul of their community. 
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   Non-Fiction
 The Great Saskatchewan Bucket List

by  Robin & Arlene Karpan

ISBN: 9780980941937
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Parkland Publishing
Pub. Date: 2012-01-01
Pages: 176
Price: $19.95

No Description

 Prairie Short Season Yard
Quick and Beautiful on the Canadian Prairies
by Lyndon Penner

ISBN: 9781550595437
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Brush Education
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 256
Price: $24.95

Creating and maintaining the perfect yard on the prairies isn't as hard as you might think, but the short growing season doesn't give you much time to
transform your winter-weary yard into a glorious garden. To help homeowners in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba get the jump on the short season,
popular gardening expert Lyndon Penner has created the essential guide to a quick and beautiful yard in the prairie provinces. With gardening smarts, style
and wit, Lyndon covers everything both novice and expert gardeners need to know, along with tips you won't find anywhere else. Contains more than 200
beautiful, colour photos. Quickly find what you need to know about climate zones, soil, colour, texture and shade.
Understand your yard's potential.
Pick the best bulbs, perennials, trees and shrubs for your yard.
Deal with insects and plant diseases in environmentally friendly ways.
Shop smarter at garden centres.
Attract animals you want to your garden, and keep away the ones you don't.
Get a free ebook through the Shelfie app with the purchase of a print copy.

 Wtf to Omg
The Frazzled Female's Guide to Creating a Life You Love
by Jennifer Sparks

ISBN: 9780992030209
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Stoke Publishing
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 188
Price: $19.99

No Description
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   Non-Fiction
 Paddling Routes of North-Central Saskatchewan

by Gregory Marchildon

ISBN: 9780889773042
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: University of Regina Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-15
Pages: 128
Price: $24.95

For thousands of years, Saskatchewan waterways have been used for transportation; first by aboriginal people, then by voyageurs, and now by those eager to
explore some of the most pristine--and quiet--places on the planet. But until now, modern canoeists and kayakers have depended on government guides
documenting paddle routes in northern Saskatchewan.For the first time these guides have been enhanced in this easy-to-use book that better allow all
paddlers--from the beginner to the advanced--to plan their trips through the rivers and lakes of North-Central Saskatchewan.Highlighting potential starting
and end points, wilderness campgrounds, and major sites along the way--including Aboriginal rock paintings and prominent landmarks--this guide also
describes portage routes (with distances clearly indicated). This book includes over 20 documented canoe routes and has more than 50 illustrated maps,
designed to be easy to use, both at home for planning and then on the water.

 The Road Is How
Three Days Afoot Through Nature, Eros, And Soul, The
by Trevor Herriot

ISBN: 9781443417914
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 368
Price: $27.99

A naturalist's three-day prairie search for heart, spirit and peace of mind
Prairie naturalist Trevor Herriot decides "the road is how." Recovering from a misstep that could have been his last, he decides to go for a three-day walk to
sort through questions that rushed in upon the enforced stillness as he waited for his body to heal.
The author sets off down an ordinary prairie road and then detours along railbeds, over hills and into fields--sitting next to sloughs, waiting for a sparrow to
sing to the dusk. Each step takes him further into a territory where imagination and experience carry us beyond the psychological imprint of our
transgressions to the soul's reconnection with a broken land.
By turns irreverent and meditative, lyrical and analytical, this moving account bears the characteristic style of Herriot's bestseller River in a Dry Land, but
this time the focus of his critique is not the culture but the individual. Attended by a pair of hawks and his remembered conversations with an old friend, the
author begins the longer metaphorical walk into the second half of life by facing his own part in the spiritual failures of men, and examining how that
culpability plays out in family, community and landscape.
The Road Is How re-enchants our understanding of desire, spirit and nature. It offers believers and skeptics alike an illuminating look at how brief passages
in our lives can help us find grace in the way we walk upon this good earth.

 Legacy of Worship
Sacred Places in Rural Saskatchewan
by Margaret Hryniuk

ISBN: 9781550505979
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Coteau Books
Pub. Date: 2014-09-30
Pages: 264
Price: $39.95

A spectacular full-colour coffee-table celebration of the places people have made to worship in Saskatchewan, and the stories of those who made them.   This
highly-anticipated companion volume to the best-selling Legacy of Stone: Saskatchewan's Stone Buildings combines brilliant colour images and fascinating
accompanying text in profiles of over 60 rural churches, representing 15 spiritual denominations. The writer/photographer team that brought you the award-
winning Legacy of Stone  -  Margaret Hryniuk, Frank Korvemaker and Larry Easton - has scoured the province for sacred places that illustrate the finest of
Saskatchewan's art and design. Rural religious gathering places often display the work of folk artists and craftspeople, as well as that of professional artists
and architects; they are the last repository of primitive art and such crafts as weaving, metal-smithing, needlework and furniture making.   This book presents
some of Saskatchewan's most interesting sacred places - places that illustrate how beauty in any form inspires and nurtures the soul. They demonstrate the
universal, eternal need for art and beauty, and the importance of valuing and protecting the religious heritage so important to our identity and our proud place
in Canada.
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